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Abstract 

This study aims to elucidate three aspects of the European Banking Union (EBU). First, 

the single supervisory mechanism (SSM) and single resolution mechanism (SRM) are 

analyzed by considering relations between the European Central Bank (ECB) and 

national competent authorities (NCAs). Second, understanding the interaction between 

ECB and European Banking Authority (EBA) to make a single supervisory and 

regulatory framework in 19 eurozone and eight non-eurozone countries, such as the 

United Kingdom, Sweden, and Denmark, is essential. Third, the study emphasizes the 

fact that EBU shares some important and evitable points with the Financial Stability 

Board (FSB) on the harmonization of banking supervision and regulation in the field of 

international standards. Four elements are included in the analysis: (1) SSM’s 

fundamental framework, (2) SRM’s disputes on the methodology through either bail-ins 

or bail-outs, (3) EBA’s roles, i.e., mediation among NCAs as a non-binding style and 

Single Rulebook, including drafting regulatory technical standards, and (4) FSB’s key 

attributes and its relations with EBU, i.e., effective supervision and weakening the 

linkage between sovereign and banking crises. 
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1. Introduction3 

   The degree of importance regarding financial regulation and supervision has been 

increasing after the Global Financial Crisis in 2008. Regulatory and supervisory policies 

are different from monetary and fiscal policies as a field; however, the need for regulatory 

and supervisory measures has been acutely increasing in the global level to delink or 

weaken the loop between banking and sovereign debt crises. Thus, in the G20 

communiqué, the key policy on financial regulation has been listed for several years. 

   Currently, the banking union is an effective solution for single financial regulation in 

the eurozone. First, the single supervisory mechanism (SSM), started in November 2014, 

aimed to implement a single supervisory system through the central role of the European 

Central Bank (ECB) in Frankfurt. Second, the single resolution mechanism (SRM), 

launched in January 2015, has started full-fledged operations since January 2016. 

Furthermore, the European deposit insurance scheme (EDIS) is currently being 

prepared. The EDIS stemmed from the common deposit guarantee scheme (DGS) in the 

banking union as the third pillar and has been formally proposed by the European 

Commission in several documents that aim to construct a design for EDIS. These three 

pillars (SSM, SRM and EDIS) are based on the Single Rulebook. 

   This study examines three agendas: (1) current analysis of both SSM and SRM driven 

by ECB: (2) relationship between ECB and the European Banking Authority (EBA) and 

(3) relationship between ECB and the Financial Stability Board (FSB).  

   On the first point, in the development of banking regulation and banking resolution 

by ECB, the relation between member states’ national competent authorities (NCAs) and 

ECB is a focused issue. As of February 2016, joint supervisory teams (JSTs) play a key 

role in supervision targeted for 129 significant banking groups in the eurozone.  SSM 

framework regulation clearly stipulates on relations between ECB and NCAs; however, 

it is not easy to unify banking supervision. Thus, SSM proceeds with issues. On the other 

hand, there are some differences in banking supervisory policies of member states in the 

Eurozone or those in the European Union (EU), including non-eurozone countries, with 

various financial systems. Thus, this study considers the different banking supervisions 

in the financial structures of France, Germany (as a core axis in the eurozone) and the 

 
3 I would like to express my gratitude to the experts and academics who discussed the 

relevant issues with me in Paris and London in July 2015: Mr. Didier BRUNEEL, 

(Conseiller, Cabinet du Gouverneur, Banque de France), Mr. Alan CAFRUNY 

(Professor, Hamilton College), Mr. Charles GOODHART (Professor and Programme 

Director, FMG, The London School of Economics and Political Science) and Mr. Jean-

Claude HUYSSEN (Directeur des Agréments, des Autorisations et de la 

Réglementation, Autorité de contrôle prudentiel et de resolution).  
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United Kingdom (as a key non-eurozone country). 

   On the second point, the role of EBA is the focus. EBA was proposed by ‘de 

Larosière Report’ in February 2009 and setup in January 2010 as a European single 

authority for banking sector supervision at the EU level. The headquarters of EBA is 

located in London. EBA stipulates immeasurable regulatory technical standards 

(RTSs); RTSs are technical standards and criteria for the banking sector not only for 

the eurozone but also for 28 counties of EU4. EBA commands micro-prudential policies 

such as the stress test, capital requirement regulation and capital requirement 

directive. However, questions remain such as what is the relationship between ECB 

and EBA? How does EBA play a role in contrasting ECB as the centre of the banking 

union? This study considers the raison d’être of EBA which embraces the whole 28 

countries of EU. 

   On the third point, this study sheds light on policies and methodologies of FSB on 

general financial regulation and supervision. Although FSB is an under institution of 

the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), at present, it is a powerful international 

financial institution that continues to propose many regulatory policies at G20 

meetings. FSB submits banking supervisory policies every time via proposals to the 

G20. FSB’s policies are based on key attributes (KAs) in decision making in banking 

supervision, and KAs are revised every year in detail. Here, it is important that FSB’s 

policies share a common concept in large with the European banking union (EBU). On 

the other hand, we should recognize Basel III and stances for banking supervision that 

is being made by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS). This study 

considers the methodologies of regulation and supervision in accordance with the 

abovementioned viewpoints. 

   The approach of this study is in the field of ‘Design of Policy’, and focused subjects 

and targeted points are limited. Therefore, there are some remaining discussion points 

that need to be analyzed through wide perspectives from now on. 

 
4 This paper includes the United Kingdom as a member state of the EU 28 at the time 

of writing. 
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Table 1: List of abbreviations (12 keywords). 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Framework of policies in the eurozone and non-eurozone: Four domains. 

Source: Author’s. 

 

 

2. Core of European banking union: SSM and SRM governed by ECB 

   Figure 1 shows the overall framework of policies in the eurozone and non-eurozone. 

There are four domains: (1) Financial Regulation, (2) Monetary Policy, (3) Budgetary 
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Policy and (4) Structural Policy. EU is making a common political framework in the 

abovementioned four fields. On one hand, (1) and (3) can be classified in the political 

category of tightening. On the other hand, (2) and (4) can be classified in the political 

category of flexibility. In the European Commission, the regime of President Barroso has 

transformed to that of President Juncker. Along with this significant transformation, the 

concepts of ‘growth’ and ‘job creation’ are beginning to be included in the policy field, 

which has continued to maintain a conventional style of ‘stability’ and ‘tightening’. On 

the other hand, the Greek problem that significantly appeared in July 2015 highlighted 

the importance of the European stability mechanism (ESM) again. In the long period of 

the sovereign debt crisis, the strengthening of the banking sector’s balance sheets and 

prevention of systemic risks have been inevitable; therefore, it is necessary for the sound 

fiscal policy to restrain the injection of public money as much as possible. In a nutshell, 

it is urgent and important that the rescue and resolution of failing banks by private 

sector’s funds, which are pooling of private banks’ money, and the European deposit 

guarantee system are unified based on the Single Rulebook. As a prerequisite, SSM 

exists to integrate banking regulation and supervision in the eurozone.      

   It is the magnificent project which is exceptional in the world to unify the regulation 

and supervision beyond national states, so to speak, one of the most important mandates 

as a banking supervision which had been remained in the member states was delegated 

to the ECB. As a momentum of this project, it could be listed of constructing a Single 

Market which means that a ‘genuine’ single market is set up in the internal EU. This 

momentum is exclusively essential in a process of framework as ‘Genuine EMU’5 and 

‘Completing EMU’6 after the introduction of the Euro. Banking sector attributes a high 

degree of sociality in the field of banking, securities and insurance sectors, because the 

banks mandate deposit taking operations and lending operations. The sociability, 

therefore, is the factor which the unification of banking regulation and supervision in 

the EU’s internal market in the condition that re-regulation of supervision was occurred 

after the Global Financial Crisis.  

   Although the need and feasibility of EBU have been criticized, it is a fact that EBU 

has progressed in a steady manner. The present study describes the following points in 

restricted targets. 

   (1) Relations between ECB and NCAs. On role sharing between ECB and NCAs, ECB 

 
5 Van Rompuy, H. (in close collaboration with Barroso, J.M., Juncker J.-C., and M. 

Draghi (2012), Towards a Genuine Economic and Monetary Union, 5 December. 
6 European Commission (Reported by Juncker, J.-C. in close cooperation with Tusk, D., 

Dijsselbloem, J., Draghi, M. and M. Schulz) (2015), Completing Europe’s Economic and 
Monetary Union, 22 June. 
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supervises significant banking groups and NCAs supervise relatively less significant 

banking groups; thus, supervised banking entities are clearly divided. Supervision for 

global systemically important banks has been given much value to restrain systemic 

risks in risk management in overall financial systems in international level. Hence, the 

method of division and the concretization of ECB’s direct supervisory mandate have 

significant importance. However, NCAs still hold advantages such as having the primary 

information of supervised banks and grasping the situation of the management of these 

banks in the field of their balance sheets and strategies. 

   (2) Setting up of JSTs: JSTs are substantial teams when SSM is promoted. Because 

staffs consist of ECB’s and NCAs’ members, a significant banking group can be 

supervised by many viewpoints of both central institution and national (local) authorities. 

It can be said that JSTs have capacities of both macro- and micro-prudences. JSTs aim 

to cultivate the common supervisory culture and promote consistent practices and 

supervisory approaches7. 

   (3) Launch of Single Resolution Board (SRB): SRB was started in January 2015 as an 

EU agency that is given independence. Its goals are (1) to hedge future bail-outs and (2) 

to impose the burden of resolution on private banks by minimising taxpayers’ exposure 

and real sector costs. It highly aims to create the system of recovery and resolution of 

the eurozone’s banks in a swift manner via appropriate and well-balanced methodologies. 

    (4) Features of Germany. It is well known that Germany shows strong attitudes for 

the solution of Euro Crisis. When the sovereign debt crisis reoccurred in Greece in July 

2015, the Franco—German relationship dealt with this crisis. As the President Holland 

immediately invited the Chancellor Merkel to discuss about the response, and it can be 

said that France played a key role in the rescue of Greece. In addition, a tough inquiry 

by the German Constitutional Court on the legitimacy of the EBU in January 2014 found 

it difficult to cooperate in axis countries in regard to conflict by German authorities. On 

the fundamental basis, there is the issue that Germany prefers quality rather than speed 

in the implementation of EBU8. 

   Finally, this study confirms the three dimensions on EBU in the figure. Figure 2 

shows the following details: the height indicates the contents of policies, width means 

the expansion of the scope of application in countries and depth shows the progress and 

passage (the following boxes of dimensions are defined in a similar manner). EBU 

consists of three pillars: SSM, SRM and EDIS. On the EDIS, Germany’s Federal Mister 

 
7 European Central Bank: Banking Supervision (2015), Joint Supervisory Teams. 
8 ‘German economist group attacks European banking union’, EurActiv.com, 29 July 

2014. 
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of Finance Mr. Schäuble shows the attitude that it is false to discuss the deposit 

guarantee scheme before introducing strict discipline in bond markets9. On the other 

hand, owing to only three years’ passage of EBU, it is certain that this huge project has 

been developed in a short-term. We can say that the European Commission’s tension 

has superseded the relationships of interests in member states based on the 

methodology of paving the way for huge drafts and enhancing them to regulations 

within time limits and without the feeling of relief after the crisis. 

   

 

Figure 2: Three dimensions of EBU. 

Source: Author’s. 

 
9 Brunsden, J. (2015), ‘Berlin fights plans to pool eurozone risk’, Financial Times, 11 

September. 
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Table 2: Summary of consolidated statistics by nationality of reporting bank. 

Source: Calculated and compiled by author based on BIS Statistical Bulletin, Sep. 2015. 

 

 

3. EBA as an inevitable institution that connects the eurozone and non-

eurozone 

   EBA has been playing a technical role to make the Single Rulebook in EU since its 

establishment in 2011. The creation of EBA was based on the de Larosière Report, which 

aimed to include not only the Eurozone but also all 28 member states in EU. Its 

headquarters is located in London (as a non-eurozone country), and it daily attempts to 

design and improve RTSs. This study considers the following points. 
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Table 3: Consolidated foreign claims of reporting banks and their shares: creditor and 

debtor by nationality. 

Source: Calculated by author based on BIS Quarterly Review, March 2015. 

 

   Firstly, European banks transact very actively among internal countries in EU. Table 

3 shows the amount of claims of BIS reporting banks to GIIPS countries. At the end of 

September 2014, French banks share 35.4% in the claim for Italy and 22.3% for Spain. 

On the other hand, German banks share 42.8% in the claim for Greece (this is the 

dilemma for German strong attitude to Greek rescue) and 18.4% for Spain. Spanish 

banks, as a GIIPS country, share 47.5% for Portugal as creditors. The present study 

focuses on the UK’s banks as a non-eurozone country, with a share claim of 25.8% for 

Ireland and 21.6% for Greece. This shows that the unification of banking regulations and 

supervision should consider the movement of the UK’s banks as far as possible because 

Consolidated foreign claims of reporting banks and its shares (in millions of US dollars: End-September 2014)

Total fore ign c laims European banks Share(%) France Share(%) Germany Share(%) Spain Share(%)

Greece 69,076 54,450 78.8 2,092 3.0 29,532 42.8 387 0.6

Portugal 153,916 128,333 83.4 12,798 8.3 19,113 12.4 73,126 47.5

Spain 577,977 419,945 72.7 129,062 22.3 106,387 18.4 - -

Ire land 450,560 299,602 66.5 43,290 9.6 56,434 12.5 6,041 1.3

Italy 922,389 618,065 67.0 326,928 35.4 110,862 12.0 48,000 5.2

Total fore ign c laims UK Share(%) Switzerland Share(%) US Share(%) Japan Share(%)

Greece 69,076 14,922 21.6 3,859 5.6 11,035 16.0 293 0.4

Portugal 153,916 12,013 7.8 1,424 0.9 5,024 3.3 773 0.5

Spain 577,977 56,851 9.8 15,934 2.8 47,016 8.1 21,769 3.8

Ire land 450,560 116,170 25.8 15,204 3.4 70,081 15.6 36,734 8.2

Italy 922,389 43,286 4.7 25,317 2.7 63,158 6.8 34,951 3.8

Note: (1) Share means credit countries' share for same each debt country.

       (2) Over 15% cases are shown as bold character.

Source: Calculated by Author based on BIS Quarterly Review , March 2015.

Creditor

Debter

Creditor

Debter
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of the very high interdependence of cross-border transactions in EU. In a nutshell, 

unification for all banks of EU is rational rather than that for the eurozone’s banks. 

Therefore, it is meaningful that the Single Rulebook of EBA targets both eurozone and 

non-eurozone countries. 

Secondly, perspectives of both cross-country and cross-sector are inevitable. At this 

time, eurozone countries are core in EBU. However, the banking union expressed that it 

accepts the voluntary participation of non-eurozone countries. For now, two points 

appear to be clear. (1) Deepening the single market is the agenda in the economic and 

monetary union after the achievement that the mandates of both monetary and exchange 

rate policies in member countries were delegated to ECB. (2) Thus, the banking union is 

feasibly suitable for the non-eurozone rather than monetary integration. In addition, 

2015 marks the concrete functioning of the capital markets union (CMU). A French 

banking sector’s journal such as ‘Revue Banque’ tackled with CMU as a special report. 

For instance, the ‘Action Plan on Building a Capital Markets Union (Brussels, 30.9.2015 

COM (2015) 468 final’10 was published by the European Commission on 30 September 

2015. In the near future, it is possible that the European Systemic Risk Board will be a 

key actor and implement cross-sector supervision (banking, security and insurance 

sectors). EBU covers significant banking groups, and CMU covers the finance of small 

and medium enterprises. During the construction of a sound and robust financial system, 

EU should pay additional attention to the market liquidity and the interconnectedness 

of the system. As a background, in the Juncker regime in the European Commission, 

CMU aims to progress in the process of the aforementioned Completing EMU11. On the 

contrary, there are some barriers reported by a German banker12. 

   Regarding to cooperation of authorities, the connection between EBA and the 

European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) will become substantial (combining 

banking supervision with securities supervision). In continental Europe, where the 

universal banking system conventionally exists, it is possible that the need for cross-

sector supervision, in other words, banking-securities integrated supervision is 

enhancing. Owing to the location of ESMA’s headquarters in Paris, the connection 

between London and Paris would be important for supervisory harmonization in future. 

 
10 European Commission (2015), Communication from the Commission to the 

European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and 

the Committee of the Regions, Action Plan on Building a Capital Markets Union 

(Brussels, 30.9.2015 COM (2015) 468 final). 
11 European Commission (Reported by Juncker, J.-C. in close cooperation with Tusk, 

D., Dijsselbloem, J., Draghi, M. and M. Schulz) (2015), op.cit. 
12 Financial Times, 24th August 2015. 
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   Thirdly, EBA plays a key role as an arbitral institution. In fact, SSM framework 

regulation, which was published in April 2014, clearly stipulates the division of labour 

between ECB and NCAs. ECB directly supervises significant banking entities, and NCAs 

directly supervise medium and small banking entities on a continual basis. On the other 

hand, EBA plays an important role as a coordination institution of conflicts in the case 

of differences in NCAs’ viewpoints and of disputes based on national interests. It is said 

that the mediation of EBA has non-binding power13; however, in fact, the lack of binding 

power on mediation is rather consistent when using the soft-law approach. Therefore, 

mediation in the non-binding style of EBA is needed as an institution aimed at reducing 

conflicts among member states. 

   Fourthly, there are various types of financial regulations among France, Germany 

and the UK. EBA plays a special role as an institution that can connect the eurozone and 

non-eurozone with the Single Rulebook. On the other hand, we should shed light on the 

differences of financial systems in internal EU. France, as the most important country 

in the banking union, has concentrated banking system best suited to a single 

supervisory policy in Europe. In addition, recognition that the intervention of 

government and authority is needed suits the methodology that supervision should not 

remain in member states. On the other hand, as the second most important country in 

the banking union, Germany’s diversified banking system remains; therefore, it has 

different fundamentals from the way of thinking in the banking union. Another key 

country, the UK, has a banking system with a self-regulatory system; hence, there was 

a self-regulatory institution in accordance with a supervisory stance in which the UK 

embraces the City as the most internationalized financial market in the world. Therefore, 

it is not until the Banking Act in 1979 that the systematic banking legislation was set 

up, and the Banking Act was in the first stage in the aspect of formation, legislation and 

administration of banking supervision14. This is an important fact. 

 
13 European Court of Auditors (2014), ‘European banking supervision taking shape ― 

EBA and its changing context’, Special Report, No. 05. 
14 Capie, F. (2010), The Bank of England: 1950s to 1979, Cambridge University Press, 

p. 588. It is important that in this background there are huge and impressive tasks to 

make legal drafts as the White Paper by UK’s authorities. I found the fact through the 

documents of The National Archives in UK. 
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Figure 3: Diversity of financial regulation: UK, Germany and France, including the 

positioning of both EBA and EBU. 

Source: Author’s. 

 

Finally, discussion points are concluded. First, on the role of EBA, it is essential that 

EBA mediates among member states in their disputes based on the non-binding 

methodology. The methodology contributes to arrange relationships in interests among 

NCAs ‘in the banking union’ (NCAs in the eurozone). Second, EBA aims to perform rule-

making in view of including all EU member states. Relations among bank recovery and 

resolution directive (BRRD), EBU based on BRRD and BIS or BCBS should be analyzed. 

EBA will play a key role to combine the banking union with the Core Principle of BCBS. 

Third, the line of EBA and ESMA will be substantial in the transformed period to CMU 

in Europe in the near future. In other words, the integration of securities supervision 

will add to the integration of banking supervision. However, in this case, issues in the 

result of the Liikanen Report (whether market making should be prohibited) and the 

legislation on separation (retail ring-fence in deposit-taking banks) should be considered 

in parallel. Indeed, continental Europe is not very severe in the retail ring-fencing of 

deposit-taking institutions in comparison with the US’s Volcker Rule and UK’s Vickers 

Commission.  

Figure 4 shows that EBA is an institution that mandates 28 countries in EU, which 
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is different from the banking union that consists of 19 countries in the eurozone. Its 

former institution is the Committee of European Banking Supervisors. In pursuit of its 

origins, the movement for cooperation on banking regulation and supervision among the 

European Economic Community (EEC) in 1972 deserves recognition. This fact is found 

through documents in the Bank of England’s archives15. Particularly, it is important that 

the attributes of the German and French banking systems are analyzed, and that the 

diversity of member states on banking supervision is recognized in the survey, although 

the substantial cooperation among member states had not been implemented at that 

time. 

 

 

Figure 4: Three dimensions of EBA. 

Source: Author’s. 

 

 

4. FSB and methodology on banking regulation and supervision 

   First, we elucidate the overall framework of FSB’s Key Attributes of Effective 

Resolution Regimes for Financial Institutions (KAs). FSB is an international financial 

 
15 The Bank of England’s Archives, 8A48/4, E.E.C. －Directive on Harmonisation of 

Banking Legislation－Banking Supervision in Europe, 18th October 1972. 
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regulatory institution that has recently become substantial in proposing policies at every 

G20 meeting. In particular, KAs 7 (Table 4) titled as ‘Legal framework conditions for 

cross-border cooperation’ emphasizes the fact that they should cooperate with overseas 

home authorities. KAs 8 titled as ‘Crisis Management Groups (CMGs)’ impose home 

countries that hold global systemically important financial institutions (G-SIFIs) and 

major host countries to keep CMGs. CMGs must include supervisory authorities, central 

banks, resolution authorities, ministries of finance, and public authorities that hold a 

mandate for guarantee schemes. CMGs are required to appropriately report to FSB and 

FSB peer review council on the three following points: (1) the situation whether they 

cooperate with internal CMG and with host authorities, which do not send any staff to 

CMG, and whether they share information: (2) the process of recovery and resolution 

planning for G-SIFIs in the arrangement of cross-border cooperation in inherent aspects 

of financial institutions and (3) the feasibility of the resolution of G-SIFIs16. 

   KAs of 15 October 2014 present 12 articles (Table 4) and explain that these articles 

have not varied since the beginning of 2011. 

 

1. Scope 

2. Resolution authority 

3. Resolution powers 

4. Set-off, netting, collateralisation, segregation of client assets 

5. Safeguards 

6. Funding of firms in resolution 

7. Legal framework conditions for cross-border cooperation 

8. Crisis Management Groups (CMGs) 

9. Institution-specific cross-border cooperation agreements 

10. Resolvability assessments 

11. Recovery and resolution planning 

12. Access to information and information sharing 

 

Table 4: FSB’s key attributes in 12 essential features. 

Source: FSB (2014), Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes for Financial 

Institutions, 15 October 2014. 

 

   Next, it is vital to make international regulations in each field of micro- and macro-

 
16 FSB (2014), Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes for Financial 
Institutions, 15 October, p. 14. 
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prudential policies and to implement them. We should pay attention to inter-

relationships between them. Figure 5 indicates the two domains in the field of banking 

regulation and supervision: micro- and macro-prudential tools.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Micro- and macro-prudences. 

Source: Author’s. 

 

   In addition, in consideration of international financial regulation, we face the choice 

of ‘bail-in’ or ‘bail-out’. To conclude, it is preferable to select a combination of both 

approaches. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the analyses on bail-in and bail-out and 

summarize their advantages and disadvantages. During the significant global financial 

crisis, the US, in particular, has responded in a swift manner using the bail-out 

approach. It can be said that the US has selected speed and timing rather than the 

contents of policy. In the case of Europe, the style of response to the crisis was the bail-

out approach in regard to the immediate injection of public funds. After the sovereign 

and banking crises in Europe, the solution has become the bail-in approach, however, 

the combination of bail-in and bail-out methodology is essential. In the author’s 

interview with Professor Charles Goodhart (The London School of Economics and 

Political Science) in July 2015, he reported a substantial viewpoint that bail-out is 

eventually important. He insisted that because in most cases rescued financial 
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institutions can reimburse public funds after they recover, bail-out can eliminate fiscal 

burden in medium and long terms17. 

   In regard to the advantages and the disadvantages of both approaches, we should 

consider the following points: speed, reimbursement, moral hazard and feasibility of 

weakening the link between sovereign debt crisis and banking crisis. As a result, we 

can make the following statements. (1) In an ideal situation, BRRD on which EBU 

based in methodology should make bail-out applied to sovereign crisis and bail-in 

applied to banking crisis. That comes from the experience in the global financial crisis. 

(2) On the other hand, it is not easy to separate the sovereign crisis from the banking 

crisis. Therefore, recent official documents have used ‘weakening’ instead of 

‘separation’. (3) This study believes that the bail-in approach should be majorly applied 

for the banking crisis. In addition, the bail-out approach has to complement the bail-in 

approach as follows (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: Weakening the link between sovereign debt crisis and banking crisis: Two 

tools for response. 

Source: Author’s. 

 
17 Avgouleas, E., and C. Goodhart (2015), ‘Critical Reflections on Bank Bail-ins’, 

Journal of Financial Regulation, No. 1, have considered the bail-out and the bail-in 

substantially. 
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Figure 7: Bail-in or bail-out: The advantages. 

Source: Author’s and the Discussion with Professor Charles Goodhart (LSE). 

 

 

Figure 8: Bail-in or bail-out: The disadvantages. 

Source: Author’s and the Discussion with Professor Charles Goodhart. 
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   We also consider the importance of information sharing. Information asymmetry is 

one of the core fields in micro-economics. In banking supervision, which is the main 

topic of this study, we should minimize this information asymmetry as far as possible 

with regard to the analyses of supervised banks’ situation and trends. In (1) 

supervisory authorities and supervised banking entities and (2) core groups and 

general groups in supervisory grouping or in the two domains, information sharing is 

inevitable. In addition, on the information sharing in (1), NCAs play a key role. 

Because the supervisory authorities of member states exist in on-the-spot supervision, 

they can ‘primarily’ grasp the trend and the development of supervised banks in 

medium and long terms. They can also keep holding the management information and 

predictable directional movement of supervised banks. These are the advantages that 

NCAs can have. 

   In the BIS’s report on the principle of effective supervisory colleges, as a third 

principle, it listed information sharing. The report says that home countries should 

provide information to host countries, and vice versa. On that point, as a background, 

supervisory collages are placed as important communicative tools in the case of 

supervision for banks, which act in cross-border after the global financial crisis18. 

   In the viewpoint of political economy, EBU does not necessarily decide policies 

purely based on the theory of banking crisis or banking legislations. In other words, 

there is an element of the momentum of the political aspect. For instance, Alexander 

(2015) reported that on the recognition and interpretation of BRRD, after the post of 

the Commissioner of the Internal Market was transferred from Mr Michel Barnier to 

Mr Jonathan Hill, Commissioner Hill considers cooperation between the European 

Parliament and the Council of Europe19. Ms Julie Dickson (2015), a member of the 

ECB Supervisory Board, expressed the sense of crisis about German political 

intervention in her speech. That is, the concern is that the German draft law related to 

banking regulation bestows some mandate to the German Ministry of Finance to issue 

regulation. Therefore, she worried about the possibility that the abovementioned 

mandate could replace administrative guidelines that the German supervisory 

authority or BaFin can issue. Such a practice could be an element which blocks a 

creation of cooperative system on the banking union20. 

 
18 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2015), Progress report on the 
implementation of principles for effective supervisory colleges, July. 
19 Author’s interpretation from Alexander, P. (2015), ‘Splitting banks divides opinion in 

the EU’, The Banker, March. 
20 Dickson, J. (2015), ‘Will the Eurozone caucus on financial regulation?’, Speech at a 
lunch discussion organized by the Centre for European Reform, Morgan Stanley, 
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   As shown in Figure 9, FSB has become increasingly important after the global 

financial crisis; however, the existence of BCBS is also vital to create the international 

regulatory policy. BCBS has held its long tradition since December 1974 and the 1980s, 

when Mr Peter Cooke led the coordination of international banking regulation. It is 

necessary that an appropriate relationship is maintained between BCBS, which mainly 

regulates the banking sector, and FSB, which covers cross-sector regulations, i.e., 

banking, security and insurance.    

   In articles on the resolution in FSB’s KAs, measures of bridge institution are 

written with bail-in, which highlights the importance of traditional tools. We should 

not overlook that the conventional measures such as the bridge institution tool are still 

working. In SRM regulation, the sale of business tool, bridge institution tool, asset 

separation tool and bail-in tool are stipulated; the first three are traditional resolution 

tools. Future discussion will include the use of conventional and bail-in tools or their 

combination. 

 

 

Figure 9: Three dimensions of FSB. 

Source: Author’s. 

 

London, 1 September. 
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5. Conclusion 

   This study describes an analytical methodology for banking supervisory systems 

from a long-term perspective. 

   In this section, we attempt to consider these systems through long-term 

perspectives and not through short-term viewpoints. In a nutshell, it is vital that the 

‘process’ shifts from fragmented banking supervision to cross-country banking 

supervision. The integration of banking supervision has had a gradual approach in 

accomplishment and speed, which is different from the case of currency integration. 

This point stems from various banking systems among member states. Moreover, the 

home—host exists. Basically, home countries, which mandate authorization, have kept 

supervising as a principle. In addition to this point, it is necessary to arrange the 

consistency of legal systems between home and host countries. If both countries apply 

the single banking supervisory system or Single Rulebook, then this problem would be 

immediately resolved. In this case, the participation of membership is a prerequisite; if 

we can decide the soundness of cross-border banking sectors by a single standard, then 

that can be a firewall to prevent contagious banking crises.  

On the other hand, a conventional approach of current analysis should be 

complemented through a historical approach by long-term viewpoints. That means that 

we should research the period of 1970s to analyze the process of the cross-country 

banking supervision. The analysis consists of two points as following: (1) the 

development of the harmonization of banking supervision among EECs in 1972 and (2) 

the policy towards international coordination through BCBS, which was established in 

December 1974. The former analysis should be implemented based on the documents of 

the Bank of England’s archives, and the latter analysis should be promoted based on 

the documents of les Archives de la Banque de France. On the gradual development of 

banking supervisory cooperation in Europe, we should shed light on the reality that the 

current banking union has increasingly progressed with activating along with 

Completing EMU for constructing the effective banking supervision. And we have to 

understand the process from the fragmented to unification of banking regulation and 

supervision.  

   It is important to consider financial regulation and supervision through both short- 

and long-term perspectives. On the other hand, it is also essential to place financial 

regulation in terms of the stability of macro-economics. Blanchard et al. (2010) 

reported that the financial regulation was a tool of neither the macro-economic policy 
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nor a neutral policy economically21. However, it is necessary to effectively implement 

macro-prudential policies based on the recognition of the limitation of financial 

regulation and the timing of its policies. We cannot deny the fact that this global 

financial crisis stemmed from the incompletion of financial regulation and supervision. 

Some years after this crisis, the G20 has shared the fact that immediate 

transformation from de-regulation to re-regulation is indispensable. Currently, the G20 

is demanded to effectively command in the way of promoting appropriate economic 

growth through financial regulation and supervision. 
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